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Exposure to a dedicated community of outdoor and hunting enthusiasts
Brand visibility at high-energy events with a passionate audience
Recognition as a supporter of the hunter athlete lifestyle
Customizable sponsorship packages tailored to your brand's needs
Reaching an audience of 13,000 followers across Instagram and Facebook

About BMAC:
At BMAC, our wide variety of events are crafted to give participants an exciting
and challenging time, preparing them for the tough physical and mental aspects
of hunting. We strive to create a memorable experience for all who are involved. 

Why Partner with BMAC:
We are a community of outdoor enthusiasts and we are in the business of
creating unforgettable experiences while building a strong community. We
understand the significance of partnerships in bringing our events to life. 

Benefits of Partnership:

Ready to amplify your brand with Beast Mode Archery Challenge? We're not just
seeking sponsors; we're looking for partners who share our passion for adventure
and the great outdoors.

Get in Touch:
Contact Brian to discuss how we can tailor a sponsorship package that aligns with
your brand goals. 

CONTACT
beastmodearchery

beastmodearchery

beastmodearcherychallenge.com

Brian Austin
(608) 669-2611
beastmodearchery@gmail.com



S P ON S OR S H I P S

Signage at all events
One course or key component of each event will be presented by you at the BMAC Games,
Endurance Challenge, King of the Hill and King of the Mound 
Logo on competitor t-shirts, website, score cards and BMAC trailer
10x10 booth space at all events
Two target sponsors at our main events
Multiple social media posts throughout the year
Investment of $4,000 plus prizes valued at $4,000 or greater

Signage at event
An aspect of the event will be presented by you
Logo on competitor t-shirts and event webpage
One target sponsor at the event
10x10 booth space at the event
Social media posts leading up to the event
Investment of $1,500 plus prizes valued at $1,500 or greater

Available for BMAC Games, King of the Hill and King of the Mound
$250 per target per event. You will be able to pick your target in the order we received you as
a target sponsor.

King of the Hill 3D - $500 plus $500 or greater in prizes
King of the Mound 3D - $500 plus $500 or greater in prizes
BMAC Games - $300 plus $300 or greater in prizes
Endurance Challenge - $300 plus $300 or greater in prizes

Event Types

Premiere Sponsor $4,000

Event Sponsor $1,500

Target Sponsor $250 each

Vendor

Product Sponsor
Your company will receive recognition at every event where you contribute products for prizes
or awards.  

King of the Hill 3D
King of the Mound 3D
Scrambles

Quiver Shiver
Endurance Challenge
BMAC Games
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